
  
-----Original Message----- 
From: Larry Goodman [mailto:larrygoodman4@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, May 12, 2013 11:44 AM 
To: Drew, Tim 
Subject: Fwd: [Newfound Lake Wind Watch] This simulated aerial tour around Newfound Lake,... 

Dear Administrator Drew, 

Please enter this four minute video and accompanying note into the file for the "Wild Meadows" 
Wind Turbine installation  
proposed for Newfound Lake. 

I hope you had a good weekend. 

Sincerely, 

Larry Goodman 
www.nhwindwatch.org 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Larry Goodman <larrygoodman4@gmail.com> 
Date: Sun, May 12, 2013 at 10:00 AM 
Subject: Fwd: [Newfound Lake Wind Watch] This simulated aerial tour around Newfound 
Lake,... 
 
 

 

 
Dear Governor Hassan, Chairman Borden & Members of the STE, 

We, www.nhwindwatch.org , agree with you, Governor Hassan,  when you wrote to CT stating 
"the impact on some of our state's most important natural resources"  
needs to be considered for large scale industrial energy projects like the hydro power Northern 
Pass transmission towers or , we would hope, forty and fifty story 



wind turbines in some of our states most pristine and scenic tourist destinations. 

Please take four minutes and watch this video. It will show you the before and after look of a 
proposed Newfound Lake wind installation. Talk about "impact 
on some of our state's most important natural resources," it is very clear here. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtqVpPQG8uI&feature=youtu.be  
 
 
 
The Appalachian Mountain Club summed it all up very nicely when they said: 
 
"Scenic impacts can have a direct and indirect impact on the quality of life of residents in the 
local towns as well as affecting 
   property values.  Large infrastructure projects that compromise scenic integrity values can 
erode the very 
   essence of why people live in and choose to visit this region." 

We were glad to see the SEC clearly support this thinking on aesthetics and natural resources in 
the Antrim wind decision. 
There are higher capacity/lower cost renewables than wind, renewables that don't disfigure our 
state, harm our tourism 
and destroy beautiful natural resources. There are other far more effective renewables than wind 
as five  
leading US newspapers, including the progressive LA Times, have now clearly pointed out. 
 
Thanks for watching. 

Sincerely, 

Larry Goodman 
www.nhwindwatch.org 
 

 
 

 

 
 

This simulated aerial tour around Newfound Lake, Mt. Cardigan & 
vicinity should give you a whole new appreciation of the problem. 
http://youtu.be/wtqVpPQG8uI 

 

Wild Meadows Wind Turbines  
What will happen to our ridgelines if the 
Wild Meadows wind project is built? This 
animated simulati... 

 

 


